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MISSION STATEMENT

The University of North Florida's academically talented students receive individualized attention and opportunities to engage in transformational learning: e.g., community engagement, internships, international study, and research. Dedicated faculty and staff create a rich learning environment on a beautiful campus that provides an inspiring setting for our diverse community. Together, we enhance the economic and cultural development of our growing metropolitan region.

VISION STATEMENT

The University of North Florida will be an institution of choice, nationally recognized for high-caliber students, faculty, and staff. We will be known for engaging students with experiential learning grounded in critical thinking, effective communication, and analytical skills. We will expand our reach and relevance through innovative programs and research that drive the economy, build upon our extensive partnerships, and position our students for lifelong success. Students will develop the global perspectives and cultural understanding needed to address future challenges.

VALUES

The University of North Florida is committed to values that promote the welfare and positive transformation of individuals, communities, and societies.

WE VALUE:

- The pursuit of Truth and Knowledge Carried Out in the Spirit of Intellectual and Artistic Freedom
- Ethical Conduct
- Community Engagement
- Diversity
- Responsibility to the Natural Environment
- Mutual Respect and Civility

STATEMENT OF UNITY

UNF stands in unity and solidarity with all members of our community, regardless of genetic information, race, color, religion, age, sex, disability, gender identity and expression, sexual orientation, marital status, national origin, or veteran status. We are proud of the diversity in our students, faculty and staff.

We strongly condemn acts of hate and bigotry as antithetical to the university's core values of mutual respect and civility. Actions and words that seek to deny human beings full membership in the broader moral community on the basis of arbitrary characteristics are intolerable. We stand opposed to violence in language or in action, and we see these as a threat to the mission of UNF as a public university that is committed to intellectual and cultural growth and civic awareness.

We pledge to stand with and for those who are the most vulnerable members of our community and to take actions that help our students and fellow employees feel safe and know that they are safe. We affirm UNF's unreserved commitment to student success within a diverse, supportive campus culture. We seek to embody the ideals of a free and democratic society, and we fully support and value each member of our community.
Dear Graduates:

It is a tremendous honor for me to share this special day with each of you. As our University of North Florida family, we proudly join together to celebrate this culmination of countless hours of diligence and hard work. I know for all of you and your families, it is a day filled with excitement, anticipation and relief!

Having studied, researched and worked in an environment of innovation and collaboration, you now enter the next chapter in your life with the knowledge you need to succeed, as well as a broadened perspective and enlightened view of the world. This rich foundation will serve you well for the rest of your life.

We trust that you will remember your time here at the University of North Florida fondly, and that you will continue to stay connected to UNF wherever your degree takes you.

All over the globe UNF graduates are making an impact, and now it’s your turn. You are prepared and ready, and the world awaits.

Go forth and soar, Ospreys!

President David M. Szymanski

PRESIDENT'S STAFF

Isabel Pease, Interim Vice President of Public Relations
Pam Chally, Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Jay Coleman, Vice President of Data Analytics
Heather Duncan, Vice President for Governmental Affairs
Ann McCullen, Vice President for University Development and Alumni Engagement, and Executive Director, University of North Florida Foundation, Inc.
Shari Shuman, Vice President for Administration & Finance
Karen Stone, Vice President and General Counsel
Chris Warren, Executive Director, Office of the President & University Relations

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Kevin Hyde, Chair
Sharon Wamble-King, Vice Chair
Major General Douglas Burnett (Ret.), Trustee
Tom Bryan, Trustee
Jenna DuPilka, Trustee
Annie Egan, Trustee
David Fenner, Trustee
Wilfredo Gonzalez, Trustee
Adam Hollingsworth, Trustee
Stephen Joost, Trustee
Paul McElroy, Trustee
Oscar Munoz, Trustee
Hans G. Tanzler III, Trustee
SPRING 2019 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

President David Szymanski, Ph.D., Presiding

*Processional .................................................................................................................................................. Pomp and Circumstance No. 1, Edward Elgar
It Could Happen to You, Johnny Burke/arr. Clarence Hines
Randy Tinnin, D.M.A., Director, UNF School of Music

The National Anthem ................................................................................................................................. The Star Spangled Banner, Francis Scott Key
Sung by: ......................................................................................................................................................... Marinette Gomez (9 a.m.)
Mikala Laws, Madeline Mangas, and Ana Maria Valdes Molina (12:30 p.m.)
Tavian Cox (4 p.m.)

Greetings and Presentations
Student Government ......................................................................................................................................... Jenna DuPilka, President
Alumni Association Senior Service Award ................................................................................................. Malinda F. Prudencio, President
Board of Trustees ........................................................................................................................................ Annie Egan (9 a.m.)
Annie Egan (12:30 p.m.)
Tom Bryan (4 p.m.)

**Conferral of Degrees ................................................................................................................................. President Szymanski and Interim Provost Pamela Chally, Ph.D.
9 a.m.
Brooks College of Health ......................................................................................................................... Curt Lox, Ph.D., Dean
College of Education and Human Services .............................................................................................. Diane Yendol-Hoppey, Ph.D., Dean

12:30 p.m.
College of Arts and Sciences ..................................................................................................................... George Rainbolt, Ph.D., Dean
Coggin College of Business ......................................................................................................................... Christopher Johnson, Ph.D., Associate Dean

4 p.m.
College of Arts and Sciences ..................................................................................................................... George Rainbolt, Ph.D., Dean
College of Computing, Engineering, and Construction ............................................................................. William Klostermeyer Ph.D., Interim Dean

Reading of the Commission
United States Navy (9 a.m.) ........................................................................................................................ Glen Leverette, Captain
Commanding Officer, NROTC Unit, Jacksonville

United States Army (12:30 p.m.) .................................................................................................................. Dana Norris, Major
Assistant Professor of Military Science, Army ROTC, Jacksonville

Alma Mater .................................................................................................................................................. Members of UNF Chamber Singers
Cara Tashe'D, D.M.A., Director of Choral Studies

Charge of Graduates ..................................................................................................................................... President Szymanski, Ph.D.

***Recessional ................................................................................................................................................. Fanfare pour précéder La Pe’ri, Paul Dukas

* Please rise as the Processional begins and remain standing throughout the National Anthem.
** Please refrain from applause until all degree candidates have been presented.
*** Please stand throughout the Recessional.

COMMENCEMENT PROTOCOL
This ceremony represents the culmination of many years of work and sacrifice on the part of the graduates and their families. Therefore, please give this occasion the dignity and respect it deserves by remaining in your seats for the entire ceremony, except to use designated photo areas, so that others are not disturbed.
UNF ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
SPRING 2019 SENIOR SERVICE AWARD

Each semester, the UNF Alumni Association selects a graduating senior for outstanding service to the University and the community through volunteerism. Warren Butler is the recipient of the Senior Service Award for the spring 2019 graduating class. He is graduating today from the College of Arts and Sciences with a Bachelor of Arts in political science and minors in history and community leadership.

While excelling at academics and maintaining a GPA of 3.86, Butler also remained dedicated to making a difference at UNF and throughout Jacksonville. He exemplifies UNF's spirit of servant-leadership and civic commitment.

On campus, he served as both a student senator and chair of the Government Oversight Committee in UNF's Student Government. During that time, he had a hand in creating the Senator Mentorship Program, which gives experienced student senators the opportunity to mentor newly elected senators to help them better serve the student community.

Butler also volunteered his time with the On Campus Transition Program, serving as a mentor to two individuals with intellectual and developmental differences, work he described as his most rewarding college experience. Since fall 2017, he helped his mentees through studying, exercising and socializing outside of class. He also assisted the students with school projects, encouraged participation in campus activities and spent time learning about community support services and resources.

Off campus, Butler dedicated his time to making a difference in the Jacksonville community, volunteering with the World Affairs Council of Jacksonville and the Lutheran Social Services of Northeast Florida. At the World Affairs Council, he was able to advance the Council's mission by applying his passion for foreign affairs and educating the next generation, first as a volunteer and later as a board fellow. Butler also won a scholarship to travel to Washington, D.C. and represent Jacksonville at the World Affairs Council of America National Conference.

After graduation, Butler plans to join the U.S. Marine Corps — a testament to his determination to make a difference. He will enter the U.S. Marine Corps Officer Candidates School, where he plans to lead as a ground officer following his graduation.

Warren Butler is a passionate, conscientious and driven leader whose commitment extends well beyond the UNF campus. He is a great representative of the University of North Florida and characterizes what the Senior Service Award represents. We are so proud to call him an Osprey alumnus.

ALBERT D. ERNEST JR. CARING AWARD

The University of North Florida is proud to recognize Kimberly McKarin as the recipient of the Albert D. Earnest Jr. Caring Award, an award honoring a student who displays a spirit of caring, humanitarianism and volunteerism.

Throughout her college career, McKarin has been an inspiring student leader committed to making a difference on UNF's campus and beyond.

As founder and president of Leaders and Activists for the Disabled, McKarin has been a strong advocate for people with disabilities. From educating her peers and creating greater awareness of the Americans with Disabilities Act to championing projects that have led to meaningful change, McKarin's impact on UNF's campus has been significant. While attending UNF, McKarin spearheaded the Braille Initiative to install Braille signs around UNF's campus as well as the Week of Insight, a week of events aimed at raising disability awareness. In addition to public talks, workshops and a fundraiser, students participated in simulations to experience life as a person with disabilities.

McKarin has been a facilitator with the World Affairs Council of Jacksonville, an active mentor with UNF's On Campus Transition program assisting students with intellectual disabilities and, for the past three years, an American Sign Language interpreter at her local church for two services each week.

McKarin was born and raised in Jacksonville, and is a proud alumna of Mandarin High School. Today, she graduates summa cum laude, receiving a Bachelor of Arts in political science with a concentration in public law and minors in American Sign Language/deaf studies and international studies.

McKarin is pursuing a Master of Arts in international development at Gallaudet University and a Juris Doctorate degree at Georgetown University Law Center. She hopes to continue her education pursuing a Master of Arts in international development at Gallaudet University and a Juris Doctorate degree at Georgetown University Law Center. She hopes to further her advocacy for human rights on the international stage with an ultimate goal to serve as counsel in the U.S. State Department or White House.
TRADITIONS OF THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

Academic regalia date back to European universities of the Middle Ages, when gowns and hoods were required for warmth in unheated buildings. Gowns were fur-lined adaptations of the priestly toga, and hoods were worn to protect the tonsured heads of the priests. The regalia now serve as a visible reminder of the historic antecedents of intellectual pursuits.

In American universities of the late 19th century, these medieval costumes were revived to lend color to academic functions. Efforts were made to establish a code that would set standards for academic dress. Gowns of masters and doctors are generally ankle length and closed in front. The master's gown has pointed sleeves that are slit at the elbows. The doctoral gown has wide lapels of velvet, either black or the color of the scholar's specialization. The sleeves are full and bellshaped, with three velvet chevrons, either black or colored like the lapels. Gowns normally are black, although some universities have designed their own in the colors of the institution.

The hood, which drapes over the back of the gown, carries the greatest symbolism of all components of the academic costume. Its length, width and colors denote the wearer's highest academic achievement and institution. The master's hood is pointed; the doctoral hood is bellshaped. The color of the border of the hood indicates the scholar's major field of study; the lining color or colors identifies the institution that conferred the wearer's degree. Hoods were originally trimmed in fur but now have satin borders for masters' and velvet for doctors' hoods.

The customary head covering is the mortarboard, or Oxford cap, with a tassel on the left side. Persons who possess the doctorate wear a tassel of gold metallic threads. The soft, large beret, modeled after the cap of Cambridge University, also has been adopted by some institutions.

The medieval university was much concerned with rank and privilege, and academic robes made visible the social and academic distinctions of the wearers. These distinctions have largely disappeared, and robes now indicate specialization. The following colors are associated with the degrees frequently represented in academic processions:

- Arts, Letters, Humanities ................................................. White
- Business ........................................................................... Light brown
- Computer Science ............................................................... Gold
- Economics ........................................................................... Copper
- Education ........................................................................... Light blue
- Engineering ........................................................................ Orange
- Fine Arts ............................................................................. Deep brown
- Health ................................................................................... Sage
- Law ...................................................................................... Purple
- Library Science ............................................................... Lemon yellow
- Medicine ............................................................................. Kelly green
- Music .................................................................................... Pink
- Nursing ................................................................................ Apricot
- Philosophy ........................................................................... Dark blue
- Public Administration ....................................................... Peacock blue
- Public Health ......................................................................... Salmon
- Science ................................................................................ Golden yellow
- Theology ............................................................................... Scarlet
The University of North Florida (UNF), one of the 12 public institutions in the State of Florida, is a comprehensive urban university that offers degree programs at the bachelor's, master's and doctoral levels. Established in 1965 as an upper division and professional graduate institution, the University began offering classes in 1972. Freshmen and sophomores were added to the student body in 1984. UNF's scenic campus is now nestled among 1,381 acres, which includes a nature preserve and wildlife area with lakes and nature trails.

The University of North Florida is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award baccalaureate, master's, and doctoral degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097 or call (404) 679-4500 for questions about the accreditation of the University of North Florida. Individual contact to the Commission on Colleges about the University of North Florida accreditation status should occur only if there is evidence that appears to support significant noncompliance with a requirement or standard.

Some professional associations offer further accreditation of specific programs in athletic training, building construction management, business administration, civil engineering, computer science, electrical engineering, health administration, information science, information systems, information technology, mechanical engineering, music, anesthesiology nursing, nursing, nutrition, physical therapy, public administration, rehabilitation counseling, and teacher education have been accorded national accreditation.

As UNF grows, it is proud of maintaining a reputation for excellence, which attracts a diverse group of highly qualified students. The fall 2018 incoming freshman class of 960 had a mean SAT score of 1274 and a grade point average of 4.32. Twenty-nine percent were in the top 10 percent of their graduating class. Minority students comprise 33 percent of the student body. There are 376 international students from 77 countries around the world. Fifty-seven and a half percent of UNF students are women; the average student age is 24.

Academic programs are built on a strong foundation in the traditional arts and sciences. The University now has a student body of 16,958 students enrolled in 56 undergraduate degree programs with 76 areas of concentration, 33 master's degree programs with 69 areas of concentration and five doctoral degrees. It has 570 full-time and part-time staff. UNF has six colleges: Brooks College of Health, Coggin College of Business, College of Arts and Sciences, College of Computing, Engineering and Construction, College of Education and Human Services, and Hicks Honors College. The University grants more than 3,922 bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees each year.

UNF is dedicated to excellence in teaching, research and public service. The University's faculty is committed to providing high-quality instruction, with particular emphasis on undergraduate education. The faculty's publications and other creative activities demonstrate a determination to remain at the cutting edge of intellectual inquiry and practice their respective disciplines. The University — through centers and institutes as well as traditional educational offerings and activities — is a major contributor to the community life of Northeast Florida and, indeed, to the larger community. Six programs have received flagship designation: Transportation and Logistics, International Business, Nursing, Coastal Biology, Music, and Nutrition and Dietetics.

Through the strong support of the University of North Florida Foundation, Inc. and the generosity of both corporate leaders and dedicated citizens of Florida's First Coast region, UNF now has four Eminent Scholar Chairs: the Andrew A. Robinson Chair in Educational Policy and Economic Development, the Ira M. Koger Chair in American Music, the Prime F. Osborn Chair in Transportation and the Paper Plastics Education Research Foundation Endowed Chair for Supply Chain Management. The UNF Foundation, funded by contributions, supports a wide range of UNF's activities on campus and in the community.

1- Fall 2018 Preliminary Data
2- Degrees are for the 2017-2018 Academic Year.
SPRING 2019 LATIN HONORS

Summa Cum Laude (with highest honor) 3.8 – 4.0

John Manayan Adona
Kelly Robbins Albright
Julia Gail Allerdings
Gabriella Villanueva Alqueza
Heatherlee Jane Anderson
Brent Howard Andrews
Michael John Andrews Jr.
Joseph Thomas Aslan Jr.
Julie Patricia Avery
Alyssa Marie Barnsley
Asia G. Baughan
Gabriel Becker
Brandon Aaron Behr
Elizabeth R. Benedis
Brooke Angloch Benjamin
Shanika Nickala Blanc
Paul Gregory Borgman III
Jesse Lee Breeding
Emily Caroline Brigham
Victoria Hope Brown
Jessica Lynn Buda
Bailey Rose Bunnell
Gianna Baucichio
Warren Nicholas Butler
Morgan Olivia Carr
Dustin Robert Chuchel
Maia Ann Cochran
Teresa L. Conroy
Sydney Michelle Coons
Kyle Robert Corrick
Ryan James Davis
Stephanie Anne Dean
Lindsey Carolyn Dietzen
Renee Annetta Dina Gomez
Jessica Lynn Dowell
Alyse Catherine Easdale
Haley Marie Edwards
Marceline Elie
Norititus F. Elopere
Santiago Escobar
Ashley Nicole Espie
Meghan McKenzie Farwell
Alyssa Nicole Fischer
Kayla M. Geide
Kristin M. Gerkens
Anniston Rae Gibson
Courtney Eldora Gillett
Devon Alexander Gladden
Micah Edmund Grant
Casey Nicole Grove
Tori Ann Hamel
Caitlin Noelle Hammond
Abby Hans
Sean David Hedengren
Melissa Joan Hedman
Bailey Alexandra Heemsbergen
Angel Renee Hendricks
Ashraf Joseph Hendy
Alyssa Nicole Hillan
Megan Danielle Hines
Lindsay Hoffman
Nicole Lynn Hoffrogge
Jenna N. Howells
Jennifer Elizabeth Hunter
Olivia Jane Ingoldsby
Connor W. Irish
Clay Brack Jackson
Jazmyne Kay-Bates Jackson
Maria Fernanda Jimenez
Kevan Casey Johnston
Caryn R. Jones
Samantha Laine Jones
Jonathan Walter Kaidy
Natasha Inez Kane
Rachel Karlovich
Oleg Kashin
Chase Martin Kelly
Grant David Kerce
Tatyana Dianandra Kimble
Ixis Allyn Krech
Courtney Elizabeth LaNasa
Elijah Nicolas Laguna
Zsa Zsa Monique Laing
Christiana Grace Lall
Caio Kalil Lauand
Nina Jocelyn Lee
Rossana Pilar Lora
Madeline Rose Mangas
Joshua Steven Manikowski
Jake Tyler Matson
Sydney Matzko
Frances Breanna McDonald
Kimberly McKarin
Nichole Dawn Mealer
Amanda Grace Miller
Megan Grace Miller
Pharyl Quentin Moneyhun
Eli Charles Moorhouse
Nadia G. Obad
Emily Brooke Orshinsky
Alexandria Sofia Pecoraro
Kevin Anthony Perkins
Lori Nicole Perko
Meghan Rose Petrohovich
Jordan Sydney Phillipps
Michelle Antoinette Powell
Jessica Prescott
Thorn Ellis Prescott
Angelina Cecile Provetti
Aubry Quaintance
Dawn May Raja Somu
Amanda Isabelle Ramos Rodriguez
Whitney Leigh Recker
Tylyn Analese Recore-Dagsaan
Nicole Sanchez Reeves
Christopher M. Reinschmidt
Lainey Noel Ressler
Ricder Ricardo
Christian Matthew Rivera
Liset Maria Rivet
Brooke Marie Robertson
Alyssa Shelby Rogerson
Tatiana Y. Rosado
Sarah Kathryn Rusich
Wendy Lynn Ryno
Alice Marie Sanchez
Alejandra Marie Santiago
Maria Sardari
Yvonne Legria Shaffer
Matthew Joseph Short
Mikayla Jo Short
Catherine Therese Slobodnik
Christian David Smithson
Jason Snell Snell
Aesha Ahmed Soliman
Camille Santos Soliman
Soseka Som
Lillian Airi Spofford
Jeffrey Spreng
Lauren Adell Suggs
Jayce Roy Teeman
Fynn Paul Timm
Madison Tormey
Jeremy John Tromblay
Tanya Tucker
Victoria Jackson Tyler
Ana-Maria Valdes Molina
Sidney Anne Vernon
Vernon S. Volante
Leslie Ann Wade
Stephanie Nicole Weathington
Jennifer Weber
Meghann Mae Wheeler
Michael Brandon Williams
Hairee May Winsco
Matthew Wallace Wood
Hika Tiko Workneh
Anuhya Yedanaparthi
Mariya Yurkiv
Maddux Taylor Yuro
Courtney Elizabeth Zboyan
Alana Helen Zinninger
SPRING 2019 LATIN HONORS

*Magna Cum Laude* (with great honor) 3.65 – 3.79

Marissa Leilani Alvarez
Shelby Lynn Anderson
Andrew Kenton Armour
Courtney Earlene Babcock
Nicholas Bryan Beck
Angela Benso
Sara Berberi
Megan Jean Berry
Luke Dwayne Bickerstaff
Chelsea L. Blanton
Yamilly Brooke
Taylor Ashley Budnick
Samuel Timothy Butts
Clint Heston Canupp
Audrey Bess Carpenter
Jessica Leigh Carter
Sarah Diane Carter
Abigail Marie Chasteen
Alexandra Nicole Clifton
Thomas Anthony Collins
Samantha S. Cordoves
Kerry Brandon Cornell
Anthony Joseph Criscuolo Jr.
Alexis Marie Crosby
Abigail G. Crow
Caitlyn N. Curtis
Ellie Janet Denison
Dao Thi Truc Doan
Connor Michael Dolby
Charla Lynne Donatelli
Ciara Elise Dow
Gabriella Jacqueline Doyle
Arianna Kai Emanuel-Wright
Edwin S. Figueueroa
Tracie Marie Foy
Jacqueline Noel Frechette
Andrew Futral
Kirsten L. Gagnier
LouAnthony S. Garcia
Charlotte Kathleen Gassett
Ashley W. Gavronskey
Monica Belle Gold
Rosmerys Francheska Gonzalez
Kenya Simone Alexandria Gordon
Stephanne Greenan
Hallie Elizabeth Grimes
Alyssa Taylor Grunder
Anthony Ross Hall
Bobby Clifford Harris
Savannah Manning Hart
Esma Haskic
Valerie Tina Hearn
Alexander Timothy Helmer
Beily Hernandez
Steven Thomas Towne Hillesheim
Jordan Rita Iacabucci
Nicholas Anthony Iezzi
Joshua Kyle Ivey
Jonathan Lee Ianniuzzi Jr.
Carolyn Klar
Jessica Stephany Marie Klidies
Daniel Knapp
Casey Louise Knowles
Jennifer Ann Korchak
Larisa Barbara Kupinszky
Sarah Jane Kuras
Holly Lynn Langfeld
Madeline Elizabeth Lee
Mark Richard Lester
Asante Myshea Lopez
David Michael Magpiong Jr.
Shoumik Majumdar
Christopher David Makauskas
Sarah Allison Mann
Angelica Jinae Fabricante Maramba
Mikayla Elizabeth Marshall
Alejandro Martinez
Amanda Martinez
Ashley Elizabeth Matthews
Margaret Anne May
Ross Matthew McCarthy
Nathan McClure
Joshua Quinn McDonald
Brandy Lynn McElyea
Carli G. McSulla
Leayra Shanae Mervin
Brittni Lauren Miller
Logan Marshall Morris
Lauren Mossucco
Gloria Dotty Mugadizi
Adna Muminovic
Sarmad S. Naqo
Charissa Nichols
Leila Marie Ninya I
Jessica Delane O’Kelley
Logan Natalia Ortiz
Jasmine Miaucia Parker
Tara Denise Pickett
Nicole Marie Prata
Gabriel Dustin Pridham
Elizabeth Margaret Prindle
Andrew William Raetz
Nellie Mar Ramos Almodovar
Brian Robert Reinwald Jr.
Victor William Ribeiro Andrade
Kelsey Jane Rosenblum
Amir Samani
Emma Rocío Sarmiento Ramirez
Brooke Sawyer
Vaughn Elijah Sayers
Casey D. Schauman
Morgan Luisa Schroder
Kea Mockus Schwarz
Zachery Seifu
Jasmine L. Senecal
Emina Setkic
Samantha Jo Shaw
Logan Nelson Shelatz
Alana McKenzie Shoff
Paula Camila Sinche Aldas
Sydne Skladany
Mark James Slocum Jr.
Hollisan Peery Smalenski
Margaret Ann Smith
Jenna Christina Sparrow
Cameron Luke Stennett
John Robert Supina
Michelle Leigh Terrell
Ryan Christopher Terrones
Sushan Sui Thai
Macie Lynn Thornhill
Julian Vincent Tierno
Latania Simone Tolbert
Mimi Quynh Tran
Sierra Alyse Valleri
Natalie Vesely
Erica Nicole Vietz
Regan Lyn Wagner
Kristen Marie Wanowski
Kristen Kae Weatherhead
Gabrielle N. Wheeler
Dhyanne Nunes Wilcox
Artisa Renee Williams
Harley Dylan Williams
Moriah Mae Willis
Acadia Mac Wyckoff
Danielle Nicole York
Natali Zaher
SPRING 2019 LATIN HONORS

Cum Laude (with honors) 3.5 – 3.64

Joseph William Allen
Christopher Jackson Andrews
Vanessa Antonelli
Ryan Edward Aponte
Shelby Renae Atkinson
Taylor R. Ballantyne
Shelley J. Ballou
Alicia Rebecca Monica Batshone
Kevin Leo Beaugrand
Diontrez Bell
Jane Marie Benoit
Jacob Lennon Biller
Tabitha Ashley Bingham
Carolina E. Boets
Marissa Danielle Bogue
Lauren Ashley Bouffard
Kayla Bowser
Riley Dale Brown
Cali Lizabeth Brubeck
Emily Lynne Bunnell
Cassie Ann Buonaiuto
Kaitlin Taylor Burgett
Katelyn Marie Burr
Mitchell Spencer Burr
Jordan Carey
Brittney Louise Carter
Ashley Nicole Chambers
Sherri Lois Charles
Tygue Clausen
Morgan Wism Cole
Krista N. Colubiale
Ashley Elizabeth Cooper
Daniel Michael Cronin
Hunter Nicole Davis
William H. Dawson III
Maxwell Ian Deyo
Jessica Sarah Dobson
Michaela Ann Donohue
Anna Jean Dougherty
Skye Downey
Emily Marie Draskovich
Ariel E. Ezrao
Kaitlyn Hope Felten
Richard Edwin Finlayson Jr.
Victoria A. Floyd
Randall Heath Forde
Megan Hope Franz
Kasey Lynn Frost
Kevin Conrad Fulford
Annabelle Lee Gannaway
Adriana Garcia
Tyler Andrew Gehm
Brandon Douglas Geiger
Jasmine Elise Graham
Chrestel Green Grant
Mary Elizabeth Gray
Lauryn Bradley Gressel
Aidan Thomas Harnett
Lauren Taylor Henderson
Thomas Grey Higginbotham
Rachel Faith Hines
Christian Lynn Holland
Samantha Ray Hugueley
Ardy Isma
Megan Jackson
Robert Todd Janes
Olivia Elizabeth Jaques
Huguena-Lissa Jeannot
E. Angeline Johnsen
Joanna Lynn Johnson
Arianne Katherine Jones
Matthew James Knight
Curriss Jared Lasserre
Kristen Laurencelle
Mikala Anne Laws
Brandon Keyon Mack
Guy A Maltese Jr.
Eriskyla Ariadit Marku
Shannon R. McCabe
Dylan Cole McCord
Kathryn McDaniels
Anisa Ann Mead
Mackenzie Lynn Meisler
Kristina Mikhodok
Jacqueline Raquel Miller
Anabella Maria Monsanto Nunez
Zaida Montoya
Jace Patrick Mulholland
Kaleigh M. Newcomb
Kaleigh Marie Norris
Whitney Nicole OBrien
Ashley Stephenson Oswald
Kaitlyn Nicole Packard
Avelina E. Paly
Hayden Caroline Paxman
April Penland
Rory Ganjian Petersen
Megan Marie Peterson
Charlotte Eve Phifer
Mateus Costa Segura
Trevor Mathew Selvage
Daniel Henry Selvagn
NyAsia Diana Shaw
Katherine Sherwood
Kenzie Leigh Simkewicz
Amber Smith
Tiffany Lansing Smith
Jacob Paul Southard
Roderick Alexander Thorne
Kylie Anna Tillman
Matthew Kent Trinkle
John Luke Galo Vega
Till Von Winning
Sukris Mark Vong
Sophia Marie Ward
Phillip Daniel Warshaw
Elizabeth Lauren Weaver
Kerri Lyon Kitterman
Caleb Zachary Whitaker
Davis S. Wilde
Alyssa Corinne Wilson
David James Wischert
Victoria Lynn Wolfe
Keri G. Wortherly
Patricia Roldan
Rachel Ilene Romero
Juan Diego Salcedo
Ava Elizabeth Sambriski
Riley Elizabeth Sanders
Sebastian Riley Sanders
Amy Lynn Saville
Kimberly Anne Marie Sayers
David Eugene Schilkofski Jr.

10
BROOKS COLLEGE OF HEALTH

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE
NURSING

Hala Anne Assar
Lisa Ann Charvet
Beverly Clark
Angela Kay Cook
Gregory Robert Cook Jr.
Cynthia Hurst Danner
Chima Ogueri Ekwueme
Tracey Lynn Graham
Mary Rebecca Herbert
Tu Ho
Cynthia Spillers Howard
Brittany Isom
Lisbet Ivicic
Deanna Johnson
Charlotte Rita Mack
Jeffrey Tandon Macuja
Amelyn Cruz Magtanong
Selman Manuel
Lauren Marie McAlister
Pamela Ann Moore
Rebecca Lynn Newell
Izzeni Joy Haesco Nudalo Briganti
Elena Parhomchuk
Amanda Nicole Parker
Janet Revilla
Sandra Drashin Shapiro
Robert Simon
Winifred Eileen Tate
Christen Kohl Trogolo
Tina Louise Van Doren
Monica Viera-Mulet
Nadine Rea Wlsiuk

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
PHYSICAL THERAPY

Jane Morgan Allen
Matthew Stefan Bauman
Kaycee Lynn Clove
Victoria Christine Connor
Ronal Lanier Cribb II
Megan L. Darden
Matthew Stephen Dupell
Jayson Andrew Gaza
Lauren Nicole Griffin
Daniel J. Gulbransen
Raymond King
Sebastien Lane Goodman
Sara Lofton
Caddi Aileen Mayfield
Ariel Madison Painter
Lauren Nichole Parrish
Matthew Scott Potter
Anna M. Rivoire
Elinor J. Schafer
Dain Thomas Stebbins
Jeffrey Bruce Swahlan
Alexander Reed Tate
Logan Paul Taulbee
Stephanie Sierra Walker
Julia Mary Wright

MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

Jennifer Reynolds Bowman
Matthew Nathan Chase
Kelsey Elizabeth Hayward
Ellen Ashe Love
Sara Marie Stophel

MASTER OF SCIENCE NUTRITION AND DIETETICS

Eiman Mustafa Eltinay
Candace Helene Gilbert
Ashley Nicole McCray

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH
HEALTH SCIENCE

Nadya I. Alzate
Katrina Marie Amons
Dennis Orina Bogita
Ashleigh Appleman Bueno
Briania Marie Cristiano
Jacquelyn Fisher
Ada Ashley Patangan Harris
Kaylee Elizabeth Hartman
Brittany Renee Pase
Amber L. Ponzo
Zubair Mohammed Quraishi
Mary Elizabeth Summerlin
Catherine Whippin
Shellie Zeigler

BACHELOR OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

John Manayan Adona
Julia Gail Allerding
Angela Benso
Jesse Lee Breeding
Stephanie Anne Dean
Elijah Jonathan Deer
Alyse Catherine Easdale
Andrew Michael Ferguson
Grace Anne Fiumefreddo
Annabelle Lee Gannaway
Mary Elizabeth Gray
Esma Haskie
Monica Chanchara Lao
Kristen Laurencelle
Asante Myshrea Lopez
Shoumik Majumdar
John Charles Masterson
Margaret Anne May
Nichole Dawn Mealer
Pharyl Quenton Moneyhun
Gloria Dotty MUGadizi
Brian Robert Reinwald Jr.
Kassie Rae Riley
Patricia Roldan
Nekia Saint-Hilaire
NyAsia Diana Shaw
Wiyata Evelyn Simpson
Shakeria Timmons
Sylvia Alexa Walters
James Joseph Wilcox
Victoria Lynn Wolfe
Cheryl Lynn Edwards
Haley Marie Edwards
Rainer A. Evans
Diego Alejandro Garzon
Tyler Andrew Gehm
Kristin M. Gerken
Shannon Elizabeth Grega
Jessica Grubowski
Paige Bell
Hanna Macey Hartford
Valerie Tina Hearn
Chad Michael Hill
Jazmyne Kay-Bates Jackson
Joanna Lynn Johnson
Marian Kalenichenko
Tatyana Diaundra Kimble
Clara Ines KImmerle
Mackenzie May Lary
Monet Julia Lightner
Shayla Monye’ McGruder
Charissa Nicholls
Leila Marie Ninya
Jeanna Grace Nuccio
Whitney Nicole O’Brien
Victor Anthony Orantes Jr.
Avelina E. Paly
Alec Pires
Allison Elise Radomski
Taylor James Reid
Logan Elizabeth Rogers
Juan Diego Salcedo
Alice Marie Sanchez
Sophia Josephine Sanchez
Maria Sardari
Marissa Elyse Schwam
Kea Mockus Schwarz
Trevor Mathew Selvage
Taylor Raye Sikes
Jessica Louise Sims
Kelley Lauren Smith
Jason Snell Snell
Macie Lynn Thornhill
Madison Tormey
Naila Laivell Warren
Acadia Mae Wyckoff
Aubrey Leigh Yost
Mariya Yurkiv

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
HEALTH SCIENCE
Taylor R. Ballantyne
Asia G. Baughan
Jaime Lynn Boado
Doriana Boro
Stephanie Erin Braswell
Taylor Ashley Budnick
CrA'sean T. Carey
Krista N. Colubiale
Ryan Elizabeth Coman
Kerry Brandon Cornell
Ryan Edward Coughlin
Michelle Marie DelMastro
Gabriella Jacqueline Doyle
Marcie Elie
Jake Benton Englishbee
Ashley Marie Feagans
Marina Alexis Franz
Andrew Futrell
Sarah Russell Garber
Rosmerys Francheska Gonzalez
Jessica Renee Gowin
Casey Nicole Grove
Alyssa Taylor Grunard
Caitlin Noelle Hammond
Emily Renee Hays
Jennifer Noelle Henderson
Jasmine Lakaya Henry
Shannon Elizabeth Hogan
Jusevainie R. Jean-Baptiste
Nicole Christine Kesslering
Haley Elizabeth Koncir
Stephanie A. Lewis
Kaitlin Mieka Lozano
Kyle Luu
Adna Muminovic
Sanam Naik
Kaysie Nicole Nicklo
Shannon Elisabeth O'Healaigh
Jasmine Micaiah Parker
Mariam R. Radaa
Andre Javier Resto
Brooke Sawyer
Emina Setkic
Khushboo Sharifi
Sydne Skladany
Lauren Adell Suggs
Courtney Elizabeth Vaughan
Regan Lyn Wagner
Kaley Joy Weldon
Meghan Mac Wheeler

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
NURSING
Ryan Edward Aponte
Madison Ann Beecher
Austin Boyd
Beau Bradley
Jessica Renee Broadnax
Samuel Timothy Butts
Chloe Marie Caldwell
Emily Marie Draskovich
Alex Brady Dyal
Danyelle Eldridge
Caitlin Lee Fitzpatrick
Jamie Sue Fitzpatrick
Carly Benton Fink
Victoria A. Floyd
Tracie Marie Foy
Jordan Noelle Furlough
Mackenzie Megan Hall
Charla Hamilton
Jalesa Harding
Bailey Alexandra Heemsbergen
Mackenzie Caroline Herrera
Jacqueline Nicole Hubner
Jordan Rita Iacabucci
Ashley Nicole Kelly
Gamble Danielle Kersey
Kelly Lehman
Kelsie Anne Luce
Sherry Shanti Maharaj
Kevin Albert Mahnke
Ashlyn Brooke Marsee
Hannah Mary McEwen
Jalisa L. McKinnon
Anisa Ann Mead
Sophia Alexis Metrakos
Jessica Nicole Ogden
Ashley Stephenson Oswald
April Penland
Bao Quoc Pham
Amaris Retana
Kellie Renee Roesler
Margaret Ann Smith
Jacob Paul Southard
Kristen Lauren Sweeney
Jayce Roy Teeman
Kylie Anna Tillman
Jeremy John Trombly
Shelby Rene Vann
Dhyana Nunes Wilcox
Gaige Wilder
Haylee Grace Wilemon
Heather Nicole Wood
Brianna Wynn
COGGIN COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY
ACCOUNTING
Caroline Lenora Atkinson
Joshua Dixon
Nastacha Tayon Farley
Ryan Christopher Hargraves
Dana Diane Waugh
Tyler James Zulewski
Lily Traywick
Derek Vail
Arne Christian Valentin
Bradley Shane Walker
Bryan Walpole
Bret Howard Yancey
Dena Kamal Yazji

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
GENERAL BUSINESS
[Names and titles of individuals]
Sarah Irene Alsamran
Bethani Ricyaaya Anderson
Kelly Blitch
Emily Breig
Richard John Culiver
John M. Eiler
Chris Gobeli
Erika Kelly
Lauren Marie Moule
Sonia Luz Palacio
Rasheedne Saini
Ramon Antonio Simonetti
Leigh-Ann Thompson
Brittney L. Van Deventer

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ACCOUNTING
Corlissa Lashawndre Amos
Tabitha Quinn Austin
Rabiola Berhamaj
Bethany Kendal Black
Bonnie Victoria Brubeck
Xiaoling Chen
Alexandra Nicole Cintron
Ryan James Davis
Shaun Robert Davis
Kevin Edward Delude
Maxwell C. Foster
Brandon Geddings
Rosanta Gjondrekaj
Aldi Gjuraj
Michal Edmund Grant
Ashraf Joseph Hendy
Alex Henriques
Justin Andrew Hoyt
Catherine Elaine Hunt
Katie Elisabeth Lamotte
Stephanie Langenberg
Phinehas Joseph Livingstone
Dzenan Lizde
Macey Nicole Madden
Shelby Breanne McDowell
Katherine Rachel McManus
Autumn McFarland
Daniel J. Meltzer
Lora Olson Myers
Marcus Lee Nelson
Connor Stephen Phillips
Zharika Mangotara Pierce
Daniel James Price
Lainey Noel Ressler
Daniel Keith Robie Jr.
Jeffrey John Robison
Cory Michael Rossmiller
David Eugene Schilkofski Jr.
Matthew Joseph Short
Soseka Som
Michelle Leigh Terrell
Maria Fernanda Valdez
Elizabeth Lauren Weaver
Katherine Elizabeth Whitston
Noelle Olivia Woods
Sara Kathryn Yuen

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Amber Lynn Adams
Jake Alan Altman
Timothy Donald Ansell
Nabil Ashdji
Clayton Randolph Ballinger
Travis Daniel Boller
Katelyn Nicole Brown
Christopher Bunch
Andrew J. Carrozza
Xiaoling Chen
Hubert Wilmott Collins IV
Briana Cherell Cummings
Merrick Scott Cunningham
April Patio Davis
Sahil Deshmukh
Guido Diaz Del Castillo Angel
Jessica Lynn Dowell
Logan Jeremiah Evans
Meaghan McKenzie Farwell
William Michael Freeman Jr.
Rajvi Kalpesh Goswami
Andrew Bryce Grayson
Robert Lee Gregory III
Alexandra Lee Grune
Hakeem Antoine Hall
Anna Eileen Hofer
Alexander Gerald Hoffman
Angela Dawn Holden
Barbara Hanna Holloway
Courtney Lee Hu
Sinisa Ilije
Joshua Kyle Ivey
Justin Michael Janicki
Steven Kacer
Emily Rose Kircher
Philip Miller Knowles
Sally Hyde Lanning
Christopher A. Lietz
David R. Lourcy
Drew Michael Lynch
Bryce Douglas Lynn
Alexander Scott Marchica
Erisilda Arianit Marku
Nicholas Joseph Mattone
Ryan McFarland
Robert Edward Mealey
Steven Michael Miller
Michael Avery Nichols
Lian O’Connell
Samantha Peterson
Alexandra Noel Piesik
Nicole Marie Prata
Andrew William Raetz
Ivan O. Ramirez
Daniel Henry Selvagn
Zachary Taylor Sincage
Cameron Luke Stennett
Erika Lynn Stremming
Vitor Tarpinian
Jacob Michael Tazuel
Victoria Jackson Tyler
Jasmine Kylee Umpleby
Jonathan Tyler Wade
Sydney Virginia Warren
Matthew Lawrence Weaver
Taylor Ann Weir

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ECONOMICS
Erdi Hoxha
Kimberly Mae Iwaniec
Nicholas George Jones  
Jonathon Walter Morrison  
Victor William Ribeiro Andrade  
Jacob Andrew Stafford  
Alan Vargas  
Chelsea Ann-Elizabeth Velie

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
FINANCE
Michael Acromite  
Kenneth Cray Adams III  
Javier Ignacio Aravena  
Nicholas A. Becker  
Victoria Rae Bonadio  
Henry Davis Bowman  
Nicolas Michael Box  
Shane Michael Brennan  
Michael David Brown Jr.  
Kevin Cisneros  
Derrick Clark Jr.  
Peter Nathen Cornelia  
Brendan Julian D Souza  
Uendi Dervishi  
Nortitus E. Elopre  
Santiago Escobar  
Maxwell C. Foster  
William Michael Freeman Jr.  
Jabra Alfred Ghanayem  
Rafaela Maria Gomez  
Hallie Ann Grap  
Alex Raymond Hallmark  
Hannah Renee Hodges  
Nicole Lynn Hoffrogge  
Harley S. Horsley  
Hunter Wesley Horstman  
Erdi Hojha  
Kavren Myles Interdonato  
Connor W. Irish  
Rachel Lauren Jurich  
Jonathan Walter Kaidy  
Christopher Len Kelley  
Pheang P. Kim  
Elijah Nicolas Laguna  
Kelsie J. Leggett  
Chris Loyd Lisman  
Phinehas Joseph Livingstone

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
FINANCIAL PLANNING
Nicolas Michael Box  
Michael Steven Joplin  
Elijah Nicolas Laguna  
Kelsie J. Leggett  
Chris Loyd Lisman  
Joshua Steven Manikowski  
Brandon Bishara Mashni  
Shannon R. McCabe  
Ross Matthew McCarthy  
Sha'Tia Monee McDowell  
Shelby Breanne McDowell  
Timothy David Merritt  
Cason Thomas Moody  
Trace Alexander Norkus  
Evans James O'Donnell  
Kiara Maria Pijuan  
Michael Anthony Prete  
Albert Savoia  
David Eugene Schilkofski Jr.  
Nicholas Hunter Sexton  
Bintou Sidibe  
Mitzie Ann Smith  
Ronald Stewart Smith  
Christian David Smithson  
Colton Vincent Snowden  
Haden Michael Speer  
Jeremy Clifford Stang  
Anna Christine Stoffel  
Belmin Tahirovic  
Oscar A. Uribe Palacios  
William Michael Vail  
Maria Fernanda Valdez  
Gregory William West  
James Mackinlay Wilson  
Noelle Olivia Woods

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Kevin Cisneros  
Santiago Escobar  
Tori Kathleen Frain  
Claire Michelle Howard  
Maria Jose Mendoza  
Nellie Mar Ramos Almodovar  
Kenneth D. Roldan  
Emma Rocio Sarmento Ramirez  
Morgan Luisa Schroder  
Jeremy Clifford Stang  
Alan Vargas  
Natali Zaher

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MARKETING
Dennise Alvarez  
Brooke Angeloh Benjamin  
Carlos Francisco Burgos  
Patrick Carey  
Annmarie Grace Simmons  
Courtney Rose Clayton  
Catherine Clifton  
Danny Wyman Cummings  
Merrick Scott Cunningham  
Dayne A. Dawson  
Guido Diaz Del Castillo Angel  
Mark Anthony Favia  
Kaitlyn Hope Felten  
Charles John Grauel  
Megan A. Hanlin  
Adam D. Harrell  
Angela Dawn Holden  
Jared Frederick Houk  
Courtney Lee Hu  
Nicholas George Jones  
Steven Kacer  
Caroline Taylor Knox  
Charles A. Lester  
Christopher A. Lietz  
David R. Lourcey  
Charlene Suelto Manalansan  
Erisilda Arianit Marku  
Emily Ann Marshall  
Melija Osmanovic  
Kimberly Nicole Ouwerkerk  
Hayden Caroline Paxman  
Nakeya Cassandra Pettis  
Erica Grace Petty  
Halle Nicole Piacente  
Daniel J. Potenza  
Elizabeth Margaret Prindle  
Angelina Cecile Provettil  
Jessica N. Sanders  
Monica Claire Schmidt  
Daniel Henry Selvagni  
Jaycee Lauryn Sheffield  
Sydney Kay Tyer  
Jasmine Kylee Uempleby  
Diana Andrea Vera  
Matthew Lawrence Weaver  
Taylor Ann Weir  
Sara Kathryn Yuen

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICS
George Elie Fadi Assi  
Timothy Michael Bakewell  
Richard M. Fowler  
Jorge Fernando Gutierrez  
Anderson McCain Hamil  
Zachary Adam Harvey  
Kyle Derek McClinton  
Ryan McFarland  
Kristina Mikhedok  
Jordan Matthew Parish  
Allen Patrick Cuenca Poon  
Alex Dewayne Sibbach  
Hannah Marie Sibbach  
Jacob Michael Tauzel  
Natali Zaher
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

POST-BACCALAUREATE
CERTIFICATE
NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT
CERTIFICATE
Tatum Nichole Theodore

UNDERGRADUATE
CERTIFICATE
CHORAL CONDUCTING
CERTIFICATE
Megan Danielle Hines

MASTER OF ARTS
BIOLOGY
Jamie Lynn Lynch

MASTER OF ARTS
ENGLISH
Max Alexander Cohen
John Thomas Minahan III
Paige Michele Perez
Laura Rani Sheffler
Katelyn Anne Slonina

MASTER OF ARTS
HISTORY
Danielle Rae Brantley
Stephanie Hope Fisher
Karen Ruth Thomas
Magen Brie Wilson

MASTER OF ARTS
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Gabriela L. Negron-Hoover

MASTER OF MUSIC
MUSIC PERFORMANCE
Greg Balut
Elizabeth Therese Beaton
Richard Francis Dittus
Holly Estelle Hammond
Karen Romine Kenjosian
Lois Hegarty Larsen

MASTER OF PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Kathryn Madison Bateman
Andres Eduardo Escobar
Rhoda A. Gray
Matthew John Harbison
Sean Dean Lahav
Rebekah Mitchell

MASTER OF SCIENCE
BIOLOGY
Maria-Flora Jacobs
Sydney Ann Labuzan

MASTER OF SCIENCE
COMMUNICATION
MANAGEMENT
Shanoiya S. Clark
Kia JaShona Cooper
Corliss Delonn Oglesby
Marilia Quieterio Capeli
Christine Swartz

MASTER OF SCIENCE
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCE
Jenna Lynn Harwick
David Michael House
Jiyun Huang
Joseph Andrew Ours
Imiththal Safar
Jamal Juma Shabani

MASTER OF SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE
Sarah Jasmine Ahmed
Robert Joseph Gargrave
Zoe Elizabeth Gipson-Kendrick
Tessa Delaney Hendrix
Lyndsey Elizabeth Johnson
Brianna Leann Jordan
Johnathon Dean Monson
Amanda Nicole Moscrip
Tabitha Nickole Powell
Sara Rose Smith
Britni Grace Surprenant

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Gregory S. Burnette
Michael Raymond Christy
Elana Grace Farhat
Donita Paige Antonia Gibson
Kevin Gouge
McKenzie Lucille Josiie
Kelly Grace McColman
Jessica Moore
William Aaron Taylor

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
SOCIAL WORK
Devin Lewis Aguilar
Josh Allen
Margie Alexander Anderson
Wendy Elizabeth Campbell
Cynthia Seagle Cannon
Brianna Suzanne Costello
Nicole Evans
Samantha P. Hodges
Chaucney M. Johnson
Monique Ewyonne Nichols
Caroline Nicole Runion
Ashley Elizabeth Sorrells

BACHELOR OF ARTS
ANTHROPOLOGY
Crista Dominica Cummings
Daniel R. James
Samantha Laine Jones
Wendy Marie Jureski
Sarah Jane Kuras
Rachel Danielle Poore
Tylyn Analene Recore-Dagsaan
Alyssa Shelby Rogerson
Amber Smith
Ian Smith
Sarah Kathleen Stivason

BACHELOR OF ARTS
ART HISTORY
Athina Joanne Cornell
Breanne Elizabeth Nance
Kimberly Anne Marie Sayers
Hartk Eric Schallen
Madison Elizabeth Short
Jenna Christina Sparrow

BACHELOR OF ARTS
COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Sabrina Luis Matthews
David James Wisehart

BACHELOR OF ARTS
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Katherine Anne Agurkis
Edwin Alberto Jr.

BACHELOR OF ARTS
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Alexa Nicole Candeletti
Sean Allen Cavins
Dustin Robert Churchel
Jacob Ellis Collins
Kyle Cooper
Michael Joseph Coscia
Marivic K. Delaney
Elli Janet Denison
Olivia Catherine Elkins
Alexander Glasgow Gaitan
Alyssa Ganzini
Alexandria Marie Hamaker
Thompson Thad Hinman
Joshua Wyatt Hobbs
Lissa Mendonca Hoffman
Nicholas Anthony Iezzi
Ardy Isma
Maria Fernanda Jimenez
Jessica Stephany Klidies
Casey Louise Knowles
Isis Allyn Krech
Rileigh Rose Krystiniak
Mason Lacharite
Jacob Paul Lauer
Madeline Elizabeth Lee
Sarah Eileen Lee
Eric Thomas Mahoney
Ryan James Mann
Megan Grace Miller
Jonathan T. Nathai
Alexa Rose Nickas
Dalton Thomas Norman
Dillon Cole Norman
Erica Christine Park
Jessica A. Pingry
Daniel E. Prado
TyQuandria Purifoy
Whitney Leigh Recker
Daniel Emilie Sakkab
Amir Samani
Alejandra Marie Santiago
Nathan Ryman Shoaf
Catherine Therese Slobodnik
Ian Smith
Shawn F. Spencer
Madelyn Blanche Suchecki
Joseph Ross Vidoli
Alex Brookby Wanzenberg
Samuel Micah Weinkle
Coral Wilcox
Harley Dylan Williams
Megan Alexandra Wolosky
Matthew Wallace Wood
Isabella Zopo

BACHELOR OF ARTS
ECONOMICS
Christopher Aparicio
Caleb Birttie Bennett
John William Bond
Tyler Vaughan Duran
Brandon Douglas Geiger
Devon Alexander Gladden
Jessie Renee Henry
Kaylee Rae Jenkins
Michael Phillip Johns II
Wesley Anderson Madden
Savannah Gray Tanner
Dane Augustus Terrell
Anne-Marie Anastasia Vanderhoof
Till Von Winning
Max Hunter Watson
Danielle Nicole York

BACHELOR OF ARTS
ENGLISH
Brianna L. Adams
Michele Alongi
Danielle C. Anderson
Alyssa Marie Barnsley
Leslie Beck
Makayla Lynn Berry
Madison Danielle Brand
Taylor Nicole Breig
Jeffrey Wayne Mixon
Sabrina Elizabeth Richl
Jessica Marion Ritchie
Alyssa Shelby Rogerson
Daniel James Sparkes
Glenda Elise Turner
Mel Joseph K Vasquez
Christopher David Makauskas
Mia L. Menair

BACHELOR OF ARTS
FRENCH STUDIES
Nina Jocelyn Lee
Rachel Danielle Poore

BACHELOR OF ARTS
HISTORY
Dominic Frank Berk
Hayden Clark Creecy
Stephen P. Crowder
William H. Dawson III
Austin Gabriel Fisher
Joshua Wade William Horn
Christopher David Makauskas
Mia L. Menair

BACHELOR OF ARTS
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Gabrielle Marie Bayot
Maria Ohmosomi Bello
Louis Roy Chapman III
William H. Dawson III
Ludmila Desihus
Brooks Davis Duncan
Zachary Dennis Fanton
Juan Jose Garcia
Brandon Douglas Geiger
Pedro Alejandro Gomez
Stephanie Greenan
Larisa Barbara Kupinskzy
Valynn Tyne Luckenbaugh
Theodore Thomas Lippincott Mason
Nathan McClure
Robert James Reynolds
Aesha Ahmed Soliman
Olivia Rosalma Testasecca

BACHELOR OF ARTS
MATHEMATICS
Abigail Faith Foreman
Salika Sar

BACHELOR OF ARTS
PHILOSOPHY
Travis Wilson Carter
Oleg Kashin
Foster J. Langford
Jevin Delmundo Marquesin
Montanna Jean Morris
Charles Alexander Rivers
Psylexis Filosofio Rosas
Vaughn Elijah Sayers
Nicola Mazza Shubert
Tod Michael Young

BACHELOR OF ARTS
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Tyler Robert Adams
Cheyenne Alexis Bassetta
Diontrez Bell
Maria Ohmosomi Bello
Sara Berberi
Marissa Danielle Bogue
Patrick Murphy Boylan
Riley Dale Brown
Mitchell Spencer Burr
Warren Nicholas Butler
Harry Roger Cantrell
Clint Heston Canupp
Audrey Bess Carpenter
Dominick Champion
Kaylee Patricia Chapman
Sherri Lois Charles
Anthony Ming Choo
Julian Alexander Cinca
Jeffrey Thomas Conti
Hayden Clark Creecy
Brian Dunn
Jenna Hope DuPilika
Tyler Vaughan Duran
John Joseph Gunn
Jessica Gonzalez
Caitlin E. Hedgcock
Daniel R. James

Shelby Lynn Wezkiewicz
Muntaz Fatema Yusufali
Alana Helen Zinninger
BACHELOR OF ARTS

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Michael Joseph Augustine

SOCIOLOGY
Lauren Ashley Bouffard
Sydney Rae Broussard
Parisa Lorene Dionisi
Jonathan Riley Ellis
Stephanie Fils-Aime
Kaniesha Lachelle Fleming
Kirsten L. Gagner

SPANISH
Audrey Bess Carpenter
Alexandra Nicole Cintron
Yanitza Marie Eguigure
Gabriela Cristina Figueroa-Rojas
Jessica Gonzalez
Nina Jocelyn Lee
Rossana Pilar Lora
Nathan McClure
Carly L. Meyer
Zaida Montoya
Talia Rose Polito
Nicole Sanchez Reeves
Pyyleos Filoosofo Rosas
Alejandra Marie Santiago
Harth Eric Schallen
Morgan Luisa Schroder
Yvonne Alegría Shaffer
Keri G. Worthley

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

FINE ARTS
Meredith Faye Avery
Courtney Earlene Babcock
Brian David Blackwell
Charlie Castiglion Carwright
Samantha Kristine Dallett
Connor Michael Dolby
Charla Lynne Donatelli
Victoria Elizabeth Donelan
Jaden Teal Durity
Ashanti Chanel Franklin
Jonathan Joseph Gore
Garrett Haupt
Kaitlin Rose Hearn
Samantha Ray Hugueley
Harlee James
Edward Michael Leary IV
Mark Richard Lester
Whitney Lauren Lloyd
Stephen Paul Magyar
Amanda Martinez
Caleb Nix Moseley
Kiersten Eleanor O' Connor
Jaime Suzanne Peters
Rachel Grace Rector
Richard Ricardo
Tiffany Lansing Smith
Jenna Christina Sparrow
Julia Bilder Tavrides
Susan Sui Thai
Mimi Quynh Tran
Olivia Warro
William Bennett Wesley
Meagan Elise Wolson

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

MUSIC JAZZ STUDIES
Jordan A. Green
Kevin Motta
Carson James Smisek
Monica Neuparth
Kaitlyn Nicole Packard
Rahull Mukendra Patel
Huyana Sou Phour
Mary Clare Bernadette Postiglione
Johnny David Prather II
Cassity Elizabeth Rickert
Amy Lynn Saville
Kimberly Anne Marie Sayers
Casey D. Schauman
Hannah L. Sharp
Alexia Ann Silling
Kady B. Smaglis
Kristina Briana Smith
Jada Bionca Solomon
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
MATHEMATICS
John Lewis Campbell
John Colin Lloyd
Alyssa Dara Melby
John D. Morgan
Rebecca A. Neil
Mikayla Jo Short
Jeffrey Spreng
Madison Scott Weiland
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
PHYSICS
Tucker G. Boyett
Daniel Joseph Boyko
Amelia Lauren Brumfield
Devon A. Cox
Brian Michael Gerkens
Kenia Simone Alexandria Gordon
Aditi Devayani Mahabir
Chloe Elizabeth Peterson
Ronald Eric Putnam Jr.
James Isaiah Ternullo II
George Edward Vachon
Vaughn R. Weissert
Samuel Albert Whitaker III
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
Jennan Abduljaber
Tatyanna Marie Aviles-Wilcher
Alicia Rebecca Monica Barshone
Willis Kele Blankenship
Mia Brown
Sarah Margaret Cline
Isabel Amanda Cortina
Markisha Christine Cousin
Lauren Cramer
Alex Anthony Dominguez
Sierra Doran
Henry Nathanael DuBose
Kenny Dupont
Megan Hope Franz
Ashley W. Gavronsky
Jasmine Elise Graham
Anthony Ross Hall
Alexandrea J. Hayden
Yoannis Hermida
E. Angeline Johnsen
Aidan Elise Kemper
Kelly Cecilia Lambert
Jessica L. Lavancher
Amani Omar Marar
Hunter L. Maston
Amanda Grace Miller
Anabella Maria Monsanto Nunez
Melanie Moody
Chelsea Noel Moore
Sothana Nem
Jackeline Isabel Oyervides
Fleurretta Darice Parker
Amanda Isabelle Ramos Rodriguez
Katherine Sherwood
Mark James Slocum Jr.
Sydney M. Smith
Amber Noel Spedden
Alexa A. Stauffer
Elisabet Tapia
Kesha Devona Taylor
Peggy D. Taylor
Adreamia Sandrice Wilson
BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK
SOCIAL WORK
Shelby Renae Atkinson
Gabriel Becker
Carolina E. Boets
Belline Bonaparte
Yamily Brooke
Maia Ann Cochran
Alexis Marie Crosby
Hunter Nicole Davis
Lindsey Carolyn Dietzen
Ariel E. Erazo
Edwin S. Figueroa
Alyssa Nicole Fischer
Jenna Tracy Hale
Mackenzie Lauren Hayes
Monica Lynn Hedman
Huguena-Lissa Jeannot
Caryn R. Jones
Rachel Karlovich
Carolyne Klar
Kiersten Maria Klein
Carli G. McSulla
Madelene Jeanne Pursley
Aubry Quaintance
Jonathan Philip Rosado
Tatiana Y. Rosado
Ava Elizabeth Sambriski
Amelia Jeannine Stark
Dillon John Sutherland
Sidney Anne Vernon
Jennifer Weber
Arlisa Renee Williams
Moriah Mae Willis
BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK
SOCIAL WORK
Shelby Renae Atkinson
Gabriel Becker
Carolina E. Boets
Belline Bonaparte
Yamily Brooke
Maia Ann Cochran
Alexis Marie Crosby
Hunter Nicole Davis
Lindsey Carolyn Dietzen
Ariel E. Erazo
Edwin S. Figueroa
Alyssa Nicole Fischer
Jenna Tracy Hale
Mackenzie Lauren Hayes
Monica Lynn Hedman
Huguena-Lissa Jeannot
Caryn R. Jones
Rachel Karlovich
Carolyne Klar
Kiersten Maria Klein
Carli G. McSulla
Madelene Jeanne Pursley
Aubry Quaintance
Jonathan Philip Rosado
Tatiana Y. Rosado
Ava Elizabeth Sambriski
Amelia Jeannine Stark
Dillon John Sutherland
Sidney Anne Vernon
Jennifer Weber
Arlisa Renee Williams
Moriah Mae Willis
UNDERGRADUATE CERTIFICATE
COASTAL PORT ENGINEERING CERTIFICATE
Brent Howard Andrews
James Alan Blum
Ashley Claire Norton
Alexander Dale Williams

MASTER OF SCIENCE
COMPUTING AND INFORMATION SCIENCES
Gennaro Abidinovic
Sushma Alchuru
Felipe Xavier Aspillaga
Michael Barksdale
Valerie Belizaire
Shannon Lloyd Birchell
Richard Christian Brown
Nancy T Carrier
Jeremiah Mathaniel Doody
Robert Franklin Frederick
David Paul King Jr.
Scan Joseph Mackey
Vivekanand Madcsi
Preci Nandkumar Mishra
Ahmed S. Loussa
Jeevan Raj
Preeti Nandkumar Mishra
Ahmed Saleh Alzahrani
Abenezer Keferleg Demissie
William Joshua Alzahrani
Festo Joseph Mjogolo
Sergio Andres Pena
Logan Christopher Walker
Alexander Dale Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
Thomas Anthony Collins
Joseph Eugene Cornelson
Sklar Paige Crafts
Justin Daniel Duff
Asher Daniel Forsyth
Richard Dylan Lein
Joshua James Manuel
Peter James Murphy
Grant Robert Shelton
Nicholas David Smith
Bailey Ashley Teate
Mark Trafton V
Freddie Maqui Vergara Jr.
Chad Marcus Webb

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Brent Howard Andrews
James Alan Blum
Davor Bozic
Andrew Joseph Bustamante
Michaela Ann Donohue
Zoe England
John Chandler Heidecker
Jonathan Lee Giannuzzi Jr.
Charles Russell Kasbeer
Curtiss Jared Lasserre
Amanda Renee Lunday
Richard Kemm Macyzko
Sarmad S. Naefar
Ashley Claire Norton
Kevin Anthony Perkins
Magnus Charles Ponson
Paula Alejandra Reyes Rodriguez
Christian Alan Robin
Lauren Caroline Schmidt
Mateus Costa Segura
David Raymond Thomas V
Tronisha Monea Vereen

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
John Scott Strickland
Anthony Timpanaro
Courtney Lyn Titus

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
COMPUTING AND INFORMATION SCIENCES
Seth Alexander
Joseph William Allen
Evan Michael Berg
Joseph Patrick Betbeze
Robert J. Golden
Brandon Christopher Bradlee
Johanni Devon Bryant
Daniel Stephen Cassel
Jason R. Castellon
Karla Mendi Clifford
Patricia Wayan Codinera
Anthony Joseph Criscuolo Jr.
Eric Christopher Davis Jr.
Ryan Michael Donovan
Michael Dean Edwards
Honya Elfayoumy
Joshua M. Faria
Patrick Scot Franza
Adriana Garcia
Ryan Cassidy Geddings
Eduardo Gonzalez
Aidan Thomas Hannett
Jenny Stephanie Herard
Diego Alonso Herrada
Clay Brack Jackson
Kevan Casey Johnston
Arianne Katherine Jones
Athene Vanessa Jones
Jasmine Nicole Jones
Christopher T. Joyce
Trevor Martin Kinsella
Christopher Michael Koivu
Darnell Deshawn Lemons
Brandon Keyon Mack
Joshua Andre Martinez
John Christopher Mier
Robert Dean Mills
Michael Fernandez Moser
Jace Patrick Mulholland
Isaac Davis Newton
Varsha Madanmohan Parthasarathy
Mason Christopher Perrella
Jared Kyle Persellin
Taylor Faye Pierson
Thorn Ellis Prescott
Gabriel Dustin Pridham
Michael Dean Rice
Troy Richl
Brandon Scott Rivera
Stephan Joel Rotolante
Sebastian Riley Sanders
Daniel Scott Sawyer
Zachery Seifu
Ronald Shevchenko
Camille Santos Soliman
Nicholas Paul Soriano
Jeffrey Spreng
Noah Michael Sterling
Morgan Kenneth Sturtz
John Robert Supina
Maynard Earl Sweeley Jr.
Tollie James Thigpen III
Vincent Vu Tran
Eric Steven Von Stetina
Kristen Marie Wankowski
Alejandra Wessolosky
Rodneisha Marie Williams
Matthew Paul Wilson
Hika Tiko Workneh
Sonya Aliya Yasin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Albin Alex
Christopher Jackson Andrews
Samuel Clark Asker
Linden Ashley Barney
Shawn Christopher Blancett
Taylor Alejandro Blanco
Alexander Campbell Bradford
Olivia Piper Bray
David Robert Castro
James Clark
Aaron Cook
Matthew Evan Dick Sr.
Joshua Mitchell Didion
Jennifer Lee Dillard
Dao Thi Truc Doan
Alexander Rain Douglas
Farid Rodolphe El Haddad
Abbey Marie Fraser
Alexander Timothy Helmer
Yolanda Tatiana Hernandez
Steven Thomas Towne Hillesheim
Daniel Joseph Hoover
Redjol Hoxha
Chad D. Jewell
Michael Ryan Kelley
Joseph McGready Kelso
Matthew James Knight
Kristo Jorgos Korcari
Alexander Douglas Long
Adrian Davis Lovell III
Connor McKinley Lovell
Stuart Edward Luck
Dylan Cole McCord
Takeshi Mito
Maxwell Christopher Moneuse
Joshua N. Mott
John Pierre Naddaf
Alexander Callery Oracheff
Michael McNair Ouellette
Thalya Duran Pagan
John William Paolucci
Dylan Michael Pendlebury
Jacob Lawson Pickus
Lucky Carlo Quijada
Christopher M. Reinschmidt
Jesse Andrew Rodak
Thomas Abad Rodrigues
Zachary Curtis Roper
Ahsan Tahir Shareef
Michael Ecanar Shearer
Matthew Tyler Simon
Corey Joseph Theus
Roderick Alexander Thorne
Luis Dario Velez
Davis S. Wilde
Michael Brandon Williams
Ty Youmans
Scott Zinn

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Andrew Kenton Armour
Joel Isaiah Avalos
Clifford Ryan Ayer
Noah Jordan Bailey
Adam Bauer
Jason Tyler Butler
Trevor James Carter
Taylor Sue Chalman
Deni Colic
Kyle Robert Coughlin
Han Truong Dang
Spencer Evan Graham
Robert Todd Janes
Erik Ali Jimenez
Caio Kalil Lauand
Preston Loveday
Andrew Thomas McNerney
Eli Charles Moorhouse
Matthew Jared Opie
Leo Ruben Pagan
Memsudin Pasic
John Francis Perrone
Jose Luis Reyes
Peter William Simmons
Jared Ladd Stiles
Adam Roy Stone
Joseph Daniel Tarpey
Caleb Matthew Tocco
Sukris Mark Vong
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

Paula L. Michael Dass
Dissertation Title: Attention to retention: Implications of institutional practices of four-year colleges and universities on graduation rates of students with ADHD
Chair: Kristine Webb, Ph.D.

Philip James Mobley Sr.
Dissertation Title: Intrinsic Attributes that Successful African American Men who Grew with Adverse Childhood Experiences Attributed to their Success
Chair: Christopher Janson, Ph.D.

Michelle Adams-Manning
Dissertation Title: Synergistic Supervision: Impacts on Student Affairs Employee Job Satisfaction
Chair: Amanda Pascale, Ph.D.

Kristen Duffney
Dissertation Title: Effects of Online ABA Training on Stress Levels of Parents with a Child with Autism
Chair: Daniel Dinsmore, Ph.D.

Ronnie B. Williams, Jr.
Dissertation Title: Exploring the Perceptions of Secondary Assistant Principals toward their Development as Instructional Leaders
Chair: Christopher Janson, Ph.D.

Amy Keagy
Dissertation Title: The Impact of Undergraduate Research Experience on the Development of Biology Students' Domain Knowledge, Domain Interest, and Career Aspirations
Chair: Daniel Dinsmore, Ph.D.

Melissa Omechevarria
Dissertation Title: Graduate Students’ Perspectives of the Benefits and Barriers to Mentoring Preservice Teachers
Chair: Kristine Webb, Ph.D.

Tamara Gibson-Alonso
Dissertation Title: Processes of Developing Effective Researcher-Practitioner Partnerships in Education: A Content Analysis of Grant Related Documents
Chair: Elinor A. Scheirer, Ph.D.

Irene Silas
Dissertation Title: Do We Belong? Understanding How Program Directors Perceive the Role of Intensive English Programs on University Campuses
Co-Chair: Luke M. Cornelius, Ph.D., J.D.
Co-Chair: Amanda Pascale, Ph.D.
POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE IN TESOL
Noreen Stephenson

POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION CERTIFICATE
Shelley J. Ballou
Abigail Marie Chasteen
Mackenzie Lynn Meisler
Hailee May Winsco

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Michelle Renee Adams-Manning
Kristen Marie Duffney
Tamara Iantje Gibson-Alonso
Amy Haddock Keagy
Paula Louise Michael Dass
Philip James Moby
Melissa Christine Omecchevarria
Irene Silas
Ronnie Bailey Williams Jr.

SPECIALIST IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Tammy Lynn Carroll

MASTER OF EDUCATION
COUNSELOR EDUCATION
Matthew William Augenstein
Vanessa Valour Clark
Courtney Hope Ortwein
Kirsten Jennifer Wirth

MASTER OF EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Michelle Amaris Artreche
Valentina Bongiovanni
Latrece Nicole Brown
Tawanda Kai Brown
Daryl Lynn Cullipher
Tanya May Darress
Laleta Fingall
Katherine Elaine Foley
Iatausa Freeman
Lilley Green
Amanda Conover Le

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Brittney Louise Carter
Erica Nicole Vietze
Keturah Amon Zalmijn

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
ENGLISH EDUCATION
Gabriella Villanueva Alqueza
Shelley J. Ballou
Jessica Lynn Buda
Hannah Noel Fortney
Jennifer Elizabeth Hunter

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
MATH EDUCATION
Sarah Diane Carter
Kaleigh Marie Norris
Alyssa Corinne Wilson
Andrew Michael Withrow

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
PRE-KINDERGARTEN PRIMARY EDUCATION
Heatherlee Jane Anderson
Emily Caroline Brigham
Christel Green Grant
Cierra Paige Griffin-Bruer
Amani Omar Marar
Leayra Shanac Mervin
Liset Maria Rivet

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
SCIENCE EDUCATION
Rory Ganjian Petersen

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION
Maximillan Christian Albinger
David Michael Magpiong Jr.
Alexus Renee Tillman
John Luke Galo Vega

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Brandon Aaron Behr
Emily Lynne Bunnell
Abigail Marie Chasteen
Ashley Elizabeth Cooper
Jessica Sarah Dobson
Tori Ann Hamel
Meagan Jackson
Mackenzie Lynn Meisler
Wendy Lynn Ryno
Hollisan Peery Smalencki
Rebecca Lynn Struble
Hailee May Winsco
The degree candidates listed in this program include students who applied to graduate during the 2019 Spring Commencement. Because grades are not posted until several days after the ceremony, graduation of the students and designation of honors are not necessarily conclusive. Honor designations are only bestowed upon baccalaureate degree candidates.

Honors (4.0 Grade Point Average Scale) Designated by Solid Gold Cord
1 - Summa Cum Laude (with highest honor 3.8-4.0)
2 - Magna Cum Laude (with great honor 3.65-3.79)
3 - Cum Laude (with honor 3.5-3.64)
*Presidential Envoy
**SWOOP Squad (University Tour Guides)
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Commencement Marshals ................................................................. David Fenner, Ph.D., Chief Marshal
Daniel Moon, Ph.D., Student Marshal (9 a.m. & 12:30 p.m.)
Jay Coleman, Ph.D., Student Marshal (4 p.m.)
Andrea Arikawa, Ph.D., Faculty Marshal (9 a.m.)
Steven Williamson, D.B.A., Faculty Marshal (12:30 p.m.)
Maged Malek, Ph.D., Faculty Marshal (4 p.m.)
Chitra Lakshmi K Balasubramanian, PT, Ph.D. (BCH)
Amber Barnes, MPH, Ph.D. (BCH)
Jasper Xu, Ph.D. (BCH)
Pat Richards, DNP (BCH)
Katrina W. Hall, Ph.D. (COEHS)
Christian Winterbottom, Ph.D. (COEHS)
Jose Franco, Ph.D. (COAS)
Rick Troendle, Ph.D. (COAS)
Tara Kelley, M.A., M.Ed. (COAS)
David G. Jaeger, JD, M.Acc., M.B.A. (CCB)
Mark Leininger, M.B.A., CPA (CCB)
Cédric Lewis, M.Acc., M.B.A. (CCB)
Swapnoneel Roy, Ph.D. (CCEC)
Jutima Simsiriwong, Ph.D. (CCEC)
James Sorce, Ph.D. (CCEC)
Joseph O'Sullivan, M.Eng. (CCEC)
Mandi Barringer, Ph.D. (COAS)
Deborah Eichelberger, M.S.C.J., Ph.D. (COAS)
Joshua Gellers, Ph.D. (COAS)
Robert Thunen, Ph.D. (COAS)

Roll Call of Graduates ................................................................. Richmond Wynn, Ph.D. (9 a.m.)
Dawn Wessling, M.Ed., NIC Master (9 a.m.)
Michele DeDeo, Ph.D. (12:30 p.m.)
Jennifer Jackson, Ed.D. (12:30 p.m.)
Linda Howell, Ph.D. (4 p.m.)
Paul Eason, Ph.D. (4 p.m.)

Interpreters for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing ........................................... Debra Lenahen, M.Ed.
Allison Austin, M.S.

Association Presidents ........................................................................ David Fenner – Faculty Association
Malinda F. Prudencio – Alumni Association
Jenna DuPilka – Student Government
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR COMMENCEMENT!

After years of hard work, countless late nights and anxious moments, you've earned your degree from the University of North Florida. We know you are proud of your accomplishments and we're proud to welcome you as a new member of the UNF Alumni Association! Though you have left campus you join a network of Ospreys worldwide who are leaders and agents of change actively engaged within their communities and making a difference in the world.

The UNF Alumni Association has been serving the University's alumni since it first met as an advisory council in 1976. Of course, a lot of things have changed since then, and we've worked hard to keep pace with your lifestyle and modern trends. We encourage you to follow us on social media and update your personal information through the Alumni Association website at www.unf.edu/alumni. While you're there, be sure to subscribe to Nest Notes, our free electronic newsletter and most important communication tool for keeping you informed of upcoming events, happenings and opportunities available to you as alumni.

The Alumni Association hosts and promotes dozens of events each year including socials, networking opportunities, professional development seminars, family activities and more. There is something for everyone, so join us!

Congratulations again, and we look forward to seeing you at future UNF alumni events!

Stay connected ... and keep on swooping!

Office of Alumni Engagement and Annual Giving
Alumni Hall
1 UNF Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32224
(904) 620-4723
unf-alum@unf.edu
www.unf.edu/alumni
UNF ALMA MATER
Music adapted by Dr. William C. Moffit
Words by Dr. Merrill J. Palmer

VERSE:
We recall those days of gladness,
Nestled midst the lakes and pine,
Where we sought the gift of knowledge,
Alma Mater, pride of mine.

REFRAIN:
Sing her glory and her praises,
Let them ring from sea to sea!
North Florida we proudly honor,
U-N-F, all hail to thee.

VERSE:
Near the shores of the Atlantic,
Where the Osprey soars on high,
Stands our Alma Mater strong and true,
With her colors gray and blue.

REPEAT REFRAIN